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Pro Couchbase Development: A NoSQL Platform for the EnterpriseApress, 2015

	Pro Couchbase Development: A NoSQL Platform for the Enterprise discusses programming for Couchbase using Java and scripting languages, querying and searching, handling migration, and integrating Couchbase with Hadoop, HDFS, and JSON. It also discusses migration from other NoSQL databases like MongoDB.


	This book is for big...
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Active Directory, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
Working with Microsoft's network directory service for the first time can be a headache for system and network administrators, IT professionals, technical project managers, and programmers alike. This authoritative guide is meant to relieve that pain. Instead of going through the graphical user interface screen by screen,...
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Processing XML with Java: A Guide to SAX, DOM, JDOM, JAXP, and TrAXAddison Wesley, 2002
Written for Java programmers who want to integrate XML into their systems, this practical, comprehensive guide and reference shows how to process XML documents with the Java programming language. It leads experienced Java developers beyond the basics of XML, allowing them to design sophisticated XML applications and parse complicated documents.
...
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Professional CodeIgniterWrox Press, 2008
If you’re a PHP developer, you can build Rails-like applications without learning a new language by following the hands-on tutorials in Professional CodeIgniter. In this book, find an overview of MVC and agile technologies, model and schema for products, helpers and libraries, Ajax and Scriptaculous, and explanations of the creation...
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Creating your MySQL Database: Practical Design Tips and TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is an innovative and essential short guide for everyone on how to structure your data and set-up your MySQL database tables efficiently and easily.  If you're creating a dynamic web application using open-source tools, then you're probably going to be setting up a MySQL database. Getting the design of this database right for your...
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Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
In the SQL database community, Joe Celko is a well-known columnist and purveyor of valuable insights. In Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming, he picks up where basic SQL training and experience leaves many database professionals and offers tips, techniques, and explanations that help readers extend their capabilities to...
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Database and XML Technologies: First International XML Database Symposium, XSYM 2003, Berlin, Germany, September 8, 2003, ProceedingsSpringer, 2003
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International XML Database Symposium, XSym 2003, held in Berlin, Germany in September 2003.
The 18 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on XML-relational database management systems, XML...
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Object-Oriented Design for Temporal GIS (Research Monographs in GIS)CRC Press, 1999

	A wide spectrum of research areas have contributed to the development of objectoriented
	analysis and design methods. Within computing sciences objectorientation
	has been developed in the fields of databases, programming languages, and system
	engineering. Some indications of this development include the proliferation of objectoriented...
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XML in a Nutshell, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
This powerful new edition provides developers with a comprehensive guide to the  rapidly evolving XML space. Serious users of XML will find topics on just about  everything they need, from fundamental syntax rules, to details of DTD and XML  Schema creation, to XSLT transformations, to APIs used for processing XML  documents. Simply put, this is...
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Java & XML, 2nd Edition: Solutions to Real-World ProblemsO'Reilly, 2001

	While the XML "buzz" still dominates talk among Internet developers, the critical need is for information that cuts through the hype and lets Java programmers put XML to work. Java & XML shows how to use the APIs, tools, and tricks of XML to build real-world applications, with the end result that both the data and the...
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Introduction to JavaScript Object Notation: A To-the-Point Guide to JSONO'Reilly, 2015

	
		What is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and how can you put it to work? This concise guide helps busy IT professionals get up and running quickly with this popular data interchange format, and provides a deep understanding of how JSON works. Author Lindsay Bassett begins with an overview of JSON syntax, data types, formatting, and...
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Pro SQL Server InternalsApress, 2014

	Pro SQL Server Internals explains how different SQL Server components work "under the hood" and how they communicate with each other. This is the practical book with a large number of examples that will show you how various design and implementation decisions affect the behavior and performance of your systems.
...
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